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ABSTRACT

Objectives To examine whether prenatal exposure to a music
stimulus alters fetal behavior and whether this continues into
the newborn period.

Subjects and methods A prospective randomized control
trial was conducted using an exposure learning model in 20
normal term pregnancies. Music was played to ten fetuses via
a headphone on the maternal abdomen. Ten controls had the
headphone without sound. All fetal studies took place within
72 h prior to elective delivery. All 20 newborns were exposed
to the same music on days 3–5. Computerized assessment of
fetal heart rate and activity was documented and neonatal
behavioral states were recorded. Nonparametric statistical
analysis was used.

Results For the first hour of study, exposed fetuses had
higher mean heart rates (FHR) and spent more time exhibit-
ing high FHR variation compared to unexposed fetuses, but
neither of these differences was statistically significant. How-
ever, by the fourth hour the exposed fetuses not only demon-
strated these two features but also exhibited more state
transitions (P = 0.01) and higher FHR variation (P = 0.04) com-
pared to unexposed fetuses. These effects were carried over
into the neonatal period with prenatally exposed newborns
manifesting more state transitions (P = 0.01) and spending
a higher proportion of time in awake states (P = 0.05) when
exposed to the same music stimulus.

Conclusion Prenatal music exposure alters the fetal beha-
vioral state and is carried forward to the newborn period. This
suggests that a simple form of fetal programming or learning
has occurred.

INTRODUCTION

Ultrasound has revealed the term normal human fetus to
have a sophisticated and integrated neurological system1. But
is the effect of prenatal exposure to stimuli retained and can

the fetus learn? This question is not just of academic interest
but is relevant to the controversial issue of whether fetal neuro-
development can be positively influenced and enhanced.

Fetal learning has been studied using habituation testing,
classical conditioning, and exposure learning2. Most of the
published studies have used exposure learning to examine
whether the fetus can learn3–10. We wished to add to the
understanding of fetal learning by performing a rigorous
study combining eight methodological features, one or more
of which were lacking in those previous studies. It would be
prospectively planned to test specific research questions. It
would be randomized so that any bias between exposed and
unexposed groups could be minimized. In common with all
studies of fetal learning, we would be using alteration in fetal
and neonatal behavior as end points. But such behavior has
a spontaneous variability and it is important to have ade-
quate controls to lessen the likelihood of findings occurring
by chance. Thus, we not only used the stimulated fetuses as
their own ‘internal’ controls but also used ‘external’ controls
with a sham stimulus. The stimulus itself should be novel
with no possibility of chance exposure either before or after
birth. The stimulus should produce a differential response in
both fetal and neonatal behavior to be considered as showing
a positive effect. Finally, there should be no possibility of
observer bias.

Thus, we conducted a prospective randomized controlled
study using an exposure model to examine the ability of the
human fetus to ‘learn’. We defined ‘learning’ in terms of both
the behavioral response to a musical stimulus during fetal life
and also whether effects of this in utero exposure would
persist into neonatal life. We looked for evidence of this
‘memory’ or ‘programming’ in the form of altered behavior
in response to the same stimulus before and after birth in
comparison to babies with no fetal exposure.

METHODS

Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the hos-
pital’s ethical and research committee.
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Music was chosen as the stimulus. It has both vibratory and
acoustic components. In the past, the safety of vibroacoustic
stimulation using the ‘acoustic larynx’ has been questioned11.
Whilst later studies have not confirmed any significant long-
term risk12 we decided against using that device for repeated
stimulation of the fetus in the learning studies. In addition,
music was selected because it was more comparable with the
normal sound environment of the fetus and newborn. ‘Little
Brown Jug’ by the Glen Miller band was specifically chosen
as it has a wide range of tone and is rhythmical. Furthermore,
none of the women had been previously exposed to it during
pregnancy. A recurring 3-min loop of the track was used. The
volume was kept constant for all studies because the time
taken to habituate varies with intensity of stimulus13.

The music was played through a single earphone applied
to the mother’s abdomen over the fetal head. The mean inten-
sity of the 3-min recording at the maternal skin surface was
103 dB (range 80–110 dB). These levels of sound are both
sufficient to reach the fetal cochlea and considered safe to the
fetus14.

Over a 3-month period, 20 pregnant women agreed to
participate. Twenty was chosen as the study number because
previous studies had shown significant differences in fetal
behavior with this number of cases15–17. Patients selected
were those booked for elective delivery at term. This group
was chosen because of the ability to predict the time and place
of delivery, making it easier to organize monitoring for the
convenience of the mother. All were normal singleton preg-
nancies. There were no factors in the pregnancy known to
influence fetal behavior. The details of the 20 pregnancies are
summarized in Table 1. There were no statistically significant
differences between the two groups in terms of maternal age,
gestational age at delivery, mode of delivery, baby gender,
birth weight, or neonatal study age. At recruitment the
women were randomized to receive the music stimulus
(‘Music Group’) or no stimulus (‘Control Group’) using a
computer-generated randomization program.

Fetal studies

The fetal studies took place within the 72 h prior to elective
delivery. Fetal monitoring took place in a quiet room with no
background noise. The mother was placed in a semirecum-
bent position. The experimental design for the fetal studies
is summarized in Table 2. Fetal behavior, defined by fetal
heart rate (FHR) and activity (FA), was recorded and
analyzed using a method described previously15–18. This
method of fetal behavioral analysis was chosen both
because of its objectivity and because it had previously
been validated.

For both groups, a baseline fetal behavioral recording was
performed for 60 min. Music was then played for 60 min
with simultaneous fetal behavioral recording in the Music
Group, while the Control Group had the same fetal monitor-
ing with no stimulus but with the headphone in place on the
maternal abdomen. Music was played for a further 2 hours
in the Music Group, whilst the Control Group merely had the
headphone in place for 2 hours with no sound emitted. There
was no fetal monitoring in this 2-hour period. A further
60 min (the ‘fourth hour’) of fetal behavior was recorded in
both groups, again with the stimulus in the Music Group.
Overall therefore the fetuses in the study group were exposed
to the 3-min recording 80 times. Though the earphone
shielded any sound from the mothers in the study group, they
could have been aware of any vibrations generated by the
music on the surface of the abdomen.

Analysis

A Sonicaid TEAM monitor (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon,
UK) was used to record the FHR and the FA. The unfiltered
continuous wave Doppler ultrasound signal contains fre-
quencies associated with all movements in its path. Move-
ments of the fetal heart and gross body and limb movements
have different frequency characteristics. To separate these two

Table 1 Patient characteristics
  

  

Study group

Median (range) 
maternal 
age (years)

Median (range) 
gestation of 
study and delivery 
(weeks)

Delivery 
CS (%)

 Male sex 
(n)

Median (range) 
birth weight 
(kg)

Median (range) 
neonatal 
study age (days)

Music 31 (26–35) 38 (37–42) 80 7 3.52 (2.64–4.56) 5 (3–5)
Control 30 (18–40) 38 (37–42) 90 7 3.48 (2.47–3.97) 5 (3–5)

CS, Cesarean section.

Table 2 Fetal experimental method (performed within 72 h prior to elective delivery)
  

  

Time and record
Music group 
(10 fetuses)

Control group 
(10 fetuses)

Baseline fetal behavioral recording (60 min) No stimulus No stimulus
First study hour and fetal behavioral recording (60 min) Music Nil (sham headphone)
Second and third study hours (120 min) — no recording of fetal behavior Music Nil (sham headphone)
Fourth study hour with fetal behavioral recording Music Nil (sham headphone)
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movements, the returned Doppler ultrasound signal, after
demodulation, was bandpass filtered between 5 and 80 Hz
(centered at 12 Hz) to isolate gross motor activity frequencies.
Those frequencies above 80 Hz (centered at 190 Hz) were
used to isolate fetal heart movement and hence rate
(FHR). The FHR was updated every 0.25 s in the TEAM
monitor.

The low-frequency band of the separated signal (5–80 Hz)
was rectified and low-pass filtered to produce a smoothed out
envelope. The low-pass filter averaged the rectified signal
so that a threshold level could be set to detect the presence
of FA. The output from the low-pass filter was recorded
every 0.25 s. For each 0.25-s epoch that the low-pass filter
exceeded the threshold level, the presence of FA was
recorded. Thus, the FA output from the TEAM monitor
reflected the 0.25-s epochs during which FA above a specific
threshold was present, rather than reflecting individual fetal
movements.

For this study the threshold was set at the 40% level. This
had been previously determined15 as the optimal setting
by initial validation of the sensitivity and specificity of the
TEAM FA detector in comparison with the conventional
method of detecting FA, using simultaneous observation
with real-time ultrasound for 1-hour recordings in 20 women
with normal term pregnancies. Receiver–operating charac-
teristics curves were constructed, comparing observed FA
(body and limb movements) using real-time ultrasound with
that detected using the Doppler transducer of the TEAM
monitor at different threshold levels of the low-pass filter out-
print. At a setting of 40%, the presence of Doppler-generated
signal from the TEAM monitor was likely to be associated
with an observed fetal movement on ultrasound within a 3-
s window (± 1.5 s) with a sensitivity of 76% and a specificity
of 75%15.

The FHR and FA information was serially transmitted
from the fetal monitor and subsequently stored on computer
at 0.275-s intervals. This interval was chosen on the basis of
the time resolution of the internal clock of the computer (the
minimum time resolution of an IBM PC is 55 ms). It was not
possible to ‘interrogate’ the TEAM monitor every 0.25 s and
thus either 0.225 s or 0.275 s could have been chosen as the
sampling rate. The latter was chosen to avoid duplication of
the data points. At the end of the recording, the stored data
were analyzed using the computerized behavioral analysis
program.

Computerized analysis of FHR and FA

A C-based computer program was written to analyze the
recorded digitized FHR and FA data obtained from the
TEAM monitor.

FHR analysis was derived by analyzing a sliding 3-min cor-
ridor of the FHR data updated every 0.275 s. Three minutes
was chosen as the time interval to conform to behavioral
analysis methods1,19. For each 3-min window of data, the
mean FHR and standard deviation (SD) were noted. If the SD
for the 3-min period was ≤ 3 bpm, then the FHR was defined
as exhibiting ‘low variation’. Conversely, if the SD for 3 min
exceeded 3 bpm, the FHR was defined as exhibiting ‘high

variation’. In this way, an update of FHR variation for the
preceding 3 min was made every 0.275 s and the FHR vari-
ation was continuously calculated.

The mean of the periods of low FHR variation (see above)
in any one recording was used to define the baseline FHR for
that recording. The average of all the 0.275-s FHR values was
taken to represent the mean FHR for the whole recording. A
FHR acceleration was defined by the occurrence of 55 or
more consecutive 0.275-s FHR values (i.e. lasting more than
15 s) above the baseline FHR with at least one of the values
exceeding the baseline by 15 bpm or more. A transition was
defined when a period of low FHR variation changed to a
period of high FHR variation and vice versa.

The TEAM monitor generated a signal every 0.25 s that the
low-pass filter output exceeded the preset threshold (see
above). FA analysis was undertaken using the total number
of positive 0.25-s epochs in a given time period. This index
of FA positive epochs per unit time thus represented the
recurrence and duration of FA rather than a count of indi-
vidual movements.

The method thus produced objective recording of FHR
and activity. By computerized assessment of mean and base-
line FHR, FHR variation, transitions, and movement, a close
correlation with the conventional fetal behavioral states
could be made1,15.

Further details of the computerized fetal behavior analysis
program can be obtained from reference 15 or from the
authors.

Neonatal studies

The neonatal studies took place on days 3–5 and approxim-
ately 30 min after a feed. Recording took place in a quiet
room. There was no ambient sound during the recording.

Neonatal electrocardiogram electrodes were applied to the
baby’s chest — one in the left precordium and one on the back.
The electrodes were attached to a Hewlett Packard cardioto-
cograph to produce a recording of the neonatal heart rate
showing the baseline rate, baseline variation, and accelera-
tions. The observer (C.S. or B.S.) recorded body, limb, and
eye movements using event markers. A 30-min baseline
recording of neonatal behavior was followed by 1 hour of
recording during which ‘Little Brown Jug’ was played 20
times. The earphone was placed approximately 2–3 feet from
the baby’s head and at the same level. The timing and duration
of the neonatal studies were designed to avoid interruption
for feeding.

The neonatal recordings were analyzed by one of us (D.J.)
who had no knowledge of the fetal study details. Conven-
tional neonatal behavioral analysis criteria were used for this
analysis19. The neonatal actogram records did not have any
indication of which group the baby was in.

Statistical analysis

Non-parametric tests were used (χ2 with Yates’s correction
for comparison of frequencies and the Mann–Whitney U-test
and Wilcoxen matched pairs test for comparison of medians).
We defined P ≤ 0.05 as significant.
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RESULTS

Fetal studies

One fetus in the Music Group did not complete the whole
fetal study program as the mother did not wish to continue
the testing. Results of computerized analysis of fetal behavior
are given in Table 3.

Between groups

There were no significant differences in the baseline fetal beha-
vioral recordings between the two groups. During the first hour
of the study period the Music Group exhibited a higher median
mean FHR value and spent a lower proportion of time exhibiting
low FHR variation, though neither of these differences reached
statistical significance (P = 0.06 and P = 0.1, respectively).
However, during the fourth hour of the study the Music Group
not only exhibited a higher median mean FHR (non-significant)
and a lower median percent low FHR variation (P = 0.06, not
significant), but also demonstrated a higher median SD FHR
(P = 0.04), a greater median number of transitions (P = 0.01),
and a higher FA count (FAC) during low variation FHR (not
significant). These data are summarized in Table 3.

Within groups

Within the Control Group there were no significant dif-
ferences between the baseline, first, and fourth hour fetal
recordings in terms of the median mean FHR, median
number of transitions, and FAC in low variation FHR. How-
ever, there was a significant increase in the median percent
time exhibiting low variation FHR over the period of the
study in comparison to the baseline (Table 3). This was also
reflected in a significant reduction in median SD FHR over
the same time.

Within the Music Group in the first and fourth hours
of the study in comparison to the baseline there were
higher median mean FHR values, higher median SD FHR
values, higher median numbers of transitions, and
lower median percent low variation FHR values (Table
3). However, none of these differences was statistically
significant.

Neonatal studies

One newborn in the Control Group did not complete the neo-
natal study program as the mother failed to bring the baby
back within 5 days of delivery.

Table 3 Computerized analysis of fetal behavior
  

  

Study period Parameter Control Music
Significance 
(only stated if P ≤ 0.1)

Baseline 60 min Mean FHR (bpm) 137.3 138.4
(127.9–152.7) (131.5–155.5)

SD FHR (bpm) 11.2 10.9
(5.7–25.8) (6.3–13.2)

Transitions (n) 5 5
(0–7) (2–9)

% Low variation FHR 31.7 44.9
(6.3–100) (21.3–87.5)

1st 60 min of study period Mean FHR (bpm) 132.5 141.6 P = 0.06 (Music vs. Control)
(128.3–155.2) (128.2–155.7)

SD FHR (bpm) 11.6 12.0
(7.7–14.0) (8.7–15.0)

Transitions (n) 5.5 4.5
(2–8) (1–9)

% Low variation FHR 40.8 30.7 P = 0.1 for Baseline vs. 1st 60 min (for
(0–99.9) (0–62.8) Music Group)

FAC in low variation FHR 63.8 56.9
(18.8–139.6) (28.0–142.1)

4th 60 min of study period Mean FHR (bpm) 137.0 141.8 P = 0.1 (Music vs. Control)
(126.4–147.8) (133.0–156.0)

SD of FHR (bpm) 7.5 10.8 P = 0.04 (Music vs. Control)
(4.7–15.4) (5.9–16.2) P = 0.005 for Baseline vs. 1st 60 min and 

P = 0.04 for 1st vs. 4th 60 min (for 
Control Group)

Transitions (n) 3.5 7 P = 0.01 (Music vs. Control)
(0–7) (5–10)

% Low variation FHR 59.8 41.1 P = 0.06 (Music vs. Control)
(25.3–100) (19.1–68.1) P = 0.009 for baseline vs. 1st 60 min and 

P = 0.09 for 1st vs. 4th 60 min (for
Control Group)

FAC in low variation FHR 51.4 58.8 P = 0.05 for baseline vs. 4th 60 min (for
(0–95.9) (0–91.7) Music Group)

Values are median (range). FHR, fetal heart rate; FAC, fetal activity count = number of positive 0.25-s epochs per min; SD, standard deviation.
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Table 4 provides the results of the neonatal studies and the
definitions of the behavioral states. There were no significant
differences in the neonatal baseline behavioral parameters
between the two groups. None of the newborns exhibited S3
during the study.

During the 60 min of music exposure babies in the Music
Group showed marked differences in behavior compared to
those in the Control Group. They had a shorter median time
to a state change (P = 0.01), a shorter median time to S1
(P = 0.06, not significant), and exhibited awake states (S4
and S5) for a higher proportion of the time (P = 0.05).

Both Control and Music Groups had significantly more
transitions during exposure to music compared to the base-
line period (P = 0.05 and P = 0.04, respectively).

DISCUSSION

Research into fetal learning is difficult. Overall, there are
three ways in which fetal learning has been studied — using
habituation, classical conditioning, and exposure learning4.
Evoked potentials methodology has been used extensively to
study learning after birth20. Whilst acoustically evoked brain
magnetic activity has been demonstrated in the fetus it has
not been used to study fetal learning21. The majority of the
studies of fetal learning have used some form of acoustic sti-
mulation. However, there are wide methodological variations
in the acoustic frequency and volume of the stimulus used, the
exposure protocols, and whether the sound source was
applied directly to the maternal abdomen or in the environ-
ment. All these variables can influence the amount and quality
of the sound reaching the fetus and thus its effects22,23.

Habituation (the ability of an organism to cease respond-
ing to a repeated stimulus) has been proposed as a simple

form of non-associative learning. It has been demonstrated
to occur in human fetuses on many occasions24–27. There are
studies that have shown a relationship between speed of
habituation and developmental scores in infancy28. Abnormal
habituation has been reported in pathological fetuses29. In part
the approach we have used in this study is a form of habitua-
tion testing in that we are studying the effects of repeated
fetal exposure to the same stimulus.

There have been few studies of classical conditioning in the
human fetus. In principle, two stimuli, conditioned (CS) and
unconditioned (US), are used. The US produces the ‘uncon-
ditioned response’ when presented alone. The CS produces
no response when presented alone. However, following a
number of exposures of the two stimuli together (US fol-
lowed by CS) eventually the CS produces the conditioned
response (i.e. the US response). The salivation of dogs in
response to a buzzer in Pavlov’s original experiment was the
first description30. There have been two reports of studies
describing classical conditioning in the human fetus using
vibroacoustic stimulation31. In the first, only one subject was
used and no data were given. In the second, whilst classical
conditioning was demonstrated, others have been unable to
reproduce the response2. More recently maternal relaxation
(US) and music (CS) have been reported to produce fetal con-
ditioning after more than 20 prenatal exposures. In the new-
born the CS induced a quiet awake state in conditioned
fetuses32. We chose not to use this approach in our studies
because it is methodologically complex, has not been reliably
confirmed as a method for the fetus, is non-physiological, and
has been reported to occur in anencephalic fetuses2.

We thus chose exposure learning as the method for study.
There have been several studies that have sought to address
the question of whether the fetus can learn using exposure

Table 4 Results of neonatal studies
  

  

Study period Parameter Control Music
Significance (only stated 
if P ≤ 0.1)

Baseline % S1 + S2 100 100
30 min (13.3–100) (35.5–100)

% S4 + S5 0 0
(0–86.7) (0–64.5)

Transitions (n) 1 1
(0–3) (0–4)

Music Time to state change (min) 21.5 6.0 P = 0.01 (Music vs. Control)
60 min (5.5–34.5) (5.5–24.5)

Time to S1 12.5 0 P = 0.06 (Music vs. Control)
(mins) (0–34.5) (0–6.0)
% S1 + S2 100 76.0 P = 0.05 (Music vs. Control)

(76.2–100) (10.7–100)
% S4 + S5 0 24.0 P = 0.05 (Music vs. Control)

(0–23.8) (0–89.3)
Transitions (n) 2 4 P = 0.05 (for baseline vs. music in Control Group)

(1–7) (1–5) P = 0.04 (for baseline vs. music in Music Group)

Values are median (range).
Key to neonatal behavioral states19:
S1 (quiet sleep): sleeping, unreactive heart rate, no eye movements.
S2 (active/REM sleep): sleeping, reactive heart rate with movement associated accelerations, rapid eye movements.
S3 (quiet awake): awake, no movements, wide variation baseline heart rate with no accelerations.
S4 (active awake, no crying): awake, moving, no crying, wide variation baseline heart rate with accelerations.
S5 (active awake with crying): awake, moving, crying, sustained tachycardia over 200 bpm.
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methodology (Table 5)3–10. Many of these have given import-
ant insights into the effects of sound on the fetus, fetal hearing,
and learning. We sought to add to this understanding with
our study.

DeCasper and colleagues3,4 studied fetal learning by
recording the sucking response in newborns to recorded
speech using a complex algorithm. In one study3 they meas-
ured the sucking response to 25 min of recorded speech in ten
newborns at 3 days of age. The speech was of the same text/
script but each baby was exposed separately to his/her
mother’s voice and another female voice. The authors demon-
strated a clear difference in the sucking response to the voice
of the mother. There was no fetal exposure to the recording
of the maternal voice and no demonstration of fetal learning
before birth. The authors acknowledged that the baby
could have learnt the maternal voice after birth. To study
fetal learning using a similar model, DeCasper and Spence4

carried out a prospective study of neonatal sucking responses
in 16 babies whose mothers had read out loud selected
passages twice daily over the last 6 weeks of pregnancy,
instead of after birth. These babies demonstrated different
sucking responses neonatally compared to two groups of con-
trol babies (one group prenatally exposed but to different
readings than neonatally exposed and one group not prenat-
ally exposed). Whilst the researchers did not attempt to demons-
trate that the fetus heard and responded to the mother’s
voice before birth, this study remains the most elegant and
convincing evidence of fetal exposure learning of all the reported
studies.

Hepper5 reported anecdotally the different behavior of
newborns whose mothers reported listening daily during
pregnancy to the theme tune of a TV ‘soap’ program com-
pared to that of infants born to mothers who were not simi-
larly ‘addicted’. No experimental details were provided but
it is clear that the study was neither prospective nor random-
ized. It is also possible that, if the mothers had been
‘addicted’ to the TV program during pregnancy, it is likely
that they would have watched the program after birth and
neonatal learning could have occurred. Hepper’s group sub-
sequently used this model in more extensive and rigorous
prospective studies (see below)9,10.

Fifer and Moon6 using a neonatal sucking model similar to
that in DeCasper’s studies3,4 demonstrated altered sucking
behavior in newborns when exposed to a recording of their
mother’s voice compared to another female voice. The
authors admitted that this ‘may’ indicate fetal learning
because they had not exposed the fetus to the recordings nor
had they excluded the possibility of neonatal learning.

Shetler7, in a review of the impact of fetal music exposure,
claimed from his own studies that fetal learning not only
exists but lasts for months and perhaps years. However, no
methodological details of the research were provided by
which the reader could judge the validity of these claims.

Damstra-Wijmenga8 also using neonatal behavior to infer
fetal learning performed a series of experiments that are dif-
ficult to interpret in terms of possible fetal exposure and
learning. In a study of 28 newborns on the second day of life
a variety of sounds was played and their ability to ‘pay atten-
tion’ was noted. More than half (15) of the babies who could
be observed whilst awake by two independent observers
demonstrated ‘attention’ in response to hearing a recording
of their mother’s voice but not when they heard another
woman’s voice or a lullaby that the mother had been required
to play during late pregnancy. All the mothers had also been
asked to play the recording of an alarming noise regularly in
later pregnancy and their newborns failed to be startled by
such a noise whilst awake or asleep. In contrast, a control
group of newborns who had not been so exposed in utero were
startled when they heard the alarming sounds. The attention
response to the maternal voice could have been due to neo-
natal rather than fetal learning. The failure of the prenatally
exposed babies to respond to the music appears to be evid-
ence against fetal learning. However, the music intensity on
the maternal abdomen was only about 60–70 dB and it is
possible that this was not loud enough to be heard by the
fetus. In none of these studies was a fetal response to the
prenatal stimulus (maternal voice, music or alarming sound)
documented.

Finally, Hepper’s group has contributed significantly to
the fetal learning debate9,10. They first reported a series of
experiments using TV theme tunes as the exposure stimulus9.
The first experiment showed that newborns whose mothers

Table 5 Studies of exposure fetal learning
  

  

Authors
Prospective 
study

Randomized 
study

Used ‘sham’ 
stimulus 

Used control 
group

Blinded 
observer

Demonstrated 
fetal response

Novel stimulus 
(no possibility 
of other exposure)

Neonatal 
learning 
impossible

DeCasper and Fifer3 Yes No No Yes Yes No No No
DeCasper and Spence4 Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes
Hepper5 No No No Yes NK No No No
Fifer and Moon6 Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No
Shetler7 NK NK NK NK NK NK NK NK
Damstra-Wijmenga8 Yes No No No No No No No
Hepper9

a. Neonate studies No No No Yes NK No No No
b. Fetal studies Yes No No Yes NK Yes No N/A
Hepper et al.10 Yes No No No Yes No No No
Present study Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

NK, not known (no information provided).
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claimed they had regularly watched a TV program during
pregnancy exhibited changes in heart rate, number of move-
ments (reduction), and behavioral state 2–4 days after birth
in comparison to a control group whose mothers said they
did not watch the program. The study protocol did not seek
to document a fetal response or learning and nor did it
exclude the possibility of neonatal learning. A further series
of experiments reported that this ‘memory’ was lost by
21 days. In a final more convincing series of experiments,
they used similar methodology but exposed fetuses to a
recording of the theme tune applied using a headphone to the
maternal abdomen and recorded fetal behavior using real-
time ultrasound. Fetuses of mothers who regularly watched
the program behaved differently with increased fetal move-
ments compared to those whose mothers did not. Unfor-
tunately no details of the methodology used to document fetal
behavior were given. Also no allowance appears to have been
made for the influence of the pre-existing fetal behavioral
state producing the findings by chance.

The other studies Hepper’s group performed examined the
ability of the fetus and newborn to distinguish the maternal
voice. The newborn findings could have been the result of
learning after birth. The fetal studies, conducted at 36 weeks,
failed to show any differences in ultrasound-recorded fetal
movements when the baby’s own mother’s voice was played
via a loudspeaker applied to the abdomen in comparison to
a recording of another female voice. However, there were dif-
ferences in fetal behavior when the mother spoke ‘naturally’
compared to when the sound of her voice was played through
the loudspeaker. Again, no allowance appears to have been
made for the influence of the pre-existing fetal behavioral
state producing the findings by chance.

In summary, several of these studies of fetal learning using
an exposure model have produced convincing evidence of
fetal learning. However, they illustrate that this area of
research is very difficult with many of the studies having
methodological limitations summarized in Table 5. These
limitations include not being prospective, not being rand-
omized, not using a novel stimulus (one that the fetus and
newborn could never have heard before), not using a ‘sham’
or ‘dummy’ stimulus, not including a control group, not
demonstrating both a fetal response to the stimulus and an
evolution of that response with repeated exposure, and not
excluding the possibility that neonatal exposure learning
could have occurred. We planned our study to overcome
these problems. We believe this to be the first prospective ran-
domized controlled study to demonstrate that fetal exposure
to a complex sound stimulus results in the development
of altered behavior in the fetus and the occurrence of altered
behavior in the newborn period compared to unexposed
controls.

However, we acknowledge that our study has limitations
also. Though the mothers in the Study Group could not hear
the sound generated by the earphone, they could have been
aware of vibrations on the abdomen. In theory, this could
have influenced fetal behavior. There are studies relating
maternal anxiety, emotional, and psychological state to fetal
behavior33,34. Thus, it is possible that awareness that music
was being played to their fetus could have led to different

levels of anxiety between the two groups. We did not measure
this. In addition the study does illustrate the inherent prob-
lems in using behavioral responses such as heart rate, activity,
and mouthing or sucking in the fetus and newborn in fetal
learning research. For example, in the Control Group over
the 4 hours of study there was a spontaneous and significant
change in fetal behavior (Table 3). Examination of the
response to a stimulus must take into account the spontane-
ous variation in fetal and newborn behavior1,19. Most of the
published studies have not addressed this issue.

We feel that we have succeeded in demonstrating both
aims of our study, namely an alteration of fetal and neonatal
behavior in response to a prenatal exposure to a novel sti-
mulus (Tables 3 and 4). As expected the baseline recordings
between the Music and Control Groups were not different.
The response of the fetuses in the Music Group during the
first hour of exposure was not dramatic. Whilst the Music
Group manifested a higher median mean FHR (compared to
baseline) and a lower proportion of time in low variation
FHR (compared to Control) these were the only differences
and they were not statistically significant. In contrast, during
the fourth hour of the study there were striking and statistic-
ally significant differences between the Music and Control
Groups (Table 3). We would speculate that these reflect
habituation learning or programming in the fetus after 3 hours
of music exposure. Such fetuses had a clearly altered beha-
vioral pattern compared to the Control Group (a higher
median FHR SD, a higher median number of state transi-
tions, and a lower median percent time spent exhibiting low
variation FHR, Table 3). It is of note that these responses in
the fourth hour of the Music Group were similar to the dif-
ferences exhibited by the same fetuses after birth (more state
transitions and a higher proportion of time spent in the
awake states S4 and S5, Table 4). Given that in the Music
Group (in both fetuses and newborns) the response was of
increased activity and more ‘awake’ state characteristics fol-
lowing repeated exposure, it is likely that these effects were
due to learning or programming rather than sensory depriva-
tion or motor fatigue.

Finally, we admit that we have demonstrated fetal learning
only at the simplest level in the form of habituation develop-
ing with repeated exposure in the Music Group producing
altered prenatal and postnatal behavior in comparison to the
unexposed babies. We are now studying this phenomenon at
a more sophisticated level examining whether the newborn is
capable of a differential response to a music stimulus applied
prenatally compared to one to which he/she has not been
exposed.

CONCLUSION

In a prospective randomized study we have demonstrated an
effect of repeated music exposure in a group of fetuses (higher
mean FHR and a higher proportion of time exhibiting high
variation FHR pattern). This behavioral response becomes
more marked with continued exposure (higher median SD
FHR, more transitions, and a higher FAC during low vari-
ation FHR) compared to unexposed fetuses. This effect is car-
ried over into the newborn period (more state transitions and
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a higher proportion of time in the awake states). These find-
ings suggest that there has been habituation in the fetus ana-
logous to a simple form of programming or learning. We have
not examined whether this effect is specific to this stimulus or
sound exposure in general. Furthermore, there is no informa-
tion that such effects are either long lasting or beneficial.
Most of the evidence that we have on prebirth experiences
affecting later childhood or adulthood is anecdotal, unscien-
tific, and based on subjective interpretation. Future properly
designed prospective randomized control studies should
involve long-term follow-up of subjects and controls to
examine the duration of such effects and their benefit or
harm.
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